The reaction of CH 3 radical with molecular O 2 has been investigated by ab initio molecular orbital theory and variational transition state theory calculations. The detailed potential energy surfaces, including the crossing seams between the PES, located by means of the intrinsic reaction coordinate approach are presented. The rate constants for the association and product formation channels have been calculated and compared with the experimental data. Under the atmospheric pressure condition, the association reaction ͑a͒ producing CH 3 O 2 dominates reaction below 1500 K. The branching probabilities for channels ͑b͒ and ͑c͒ producing CH 2 OϩOH and CH 3 OϩO, respectively, have been calculated and compared; channel ͑b͒ is predicted to be dominant below 2000 K with the rate constant k b ϭ1.14ϫ10 Ϫ22 T 2.86 ϫexp(Ϫ5120/T) cm 3 molecule Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 . Over 2000 K, channel ͑c͒ becomes competitive; its rate constant could be represented by k c ϭ1.01ϫ10 Ϫ16 T 1.54 exp(Ϫ13 280/T) cm 3 molecule Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 in the temperature range of 1000-3000 K. In addition, the most exothermic products, CHOϩH 2 O, were found to be kinetically inaccessible because of the large barrier, 47.4 kcal/mol above the reactants.
I. INTRODUCTION
The oxidation of CH 3 , the most stable alkyl radical, by molecular oxygen is one of the most important reactions in the combustion of hydrocarbons and hence has been the subject of numerous experimental and theoretical studies. The reaction has been shown to occur mainly through three channels:
There are, however, two references, 26, 27 which reported the possibility of the following most exothermic product channel:
The association process ͓channel ͑a͔͒ is pressuredependent and dominant at temperatures below 1000 K. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] At higher temperatures, channels ͑b͒ and ͑c͒, which are chain-branching reactions, become important and possibly competitive. The degree of competition between the two reactions has been a subject of much controversy over the years. One of the major goals of the present study is to quantitatively characterize channel ͑b͒ theoretically. Experimentally, it has been difficult to determine the product branching ratios quantitatively for these two competitive channels on account of the fact that the reactions are slow and only hightemperature measurements above ϳ1300 K in shock waves could produce some meaningful data. Under high-temperature conditions, however, fast secondary radical reactions generated by the fragmentation of CH 3 , CH 3 O, and CH 2 O and their reactions with H, O, and OH rapidly overwhelm the primary process of interest, CH 3 ϩO 2 , rendering an accurate determination of the total rate constant and product branching probabilities very difficult. This difficulty has been partially overcome by the development of sensitive and reliable diagnostics such as atomic resonance absorption spectroscopy ͑ARAS͒ 11, 15, 17, 20, 21 and laser resonance absorption spectroscopy ͑LRAS͒ 15, 17, 21, 22 which make kinetic measurements under highly diluted conditions ͑to minimize secondary reactions͒ possible. Recent measurements by the combination of these techniques aided by kinetic modeling of measured data have led to a near convergence for the rate constant of channel ͑c͒. 17, [20] [21] [22] These and earlier results will be cited and compared with our predicted values later.
Theoretically, the key feature of the potential energy surfaces ͑PES͒ of the CH 3 ϩO 2 reaction has been investigated by Walch 23 using the complete active space SCF/internally contracted configuration interaction ͑CASSCF/ICCI͒ method with the polarized double-zeta basis set of Dunning and Hay. 45 He qualitatively discussed the coupling between the initially formed 2 AЉCH 3 OO species and the exit portion of the 2 AЈ surface leading to CH 2 OϩOH. No minimum corresponding to CH 2 OOH was found on the surface producing CH 2 OϩOH in his calculation. Green 24 briefly studied this system using density functional theory ͑DFT͒ based on DZVP and TZVP basis sets. 46, 47 Independently, Sicilia et al. 25 investigated the reaction at the UMP4//UMP2/DZP and QCISD͑T͒//UMP2/DZP levels of theory. Symmetry constraint and surface coupling were not considered in these two studies, although the existence of the CH 2 OOH intermediate was reported. None of these theoretical studies attempted to a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: chemmcl@emory.edu predict the total reaction rate and product-branching ratios for the three channels ͑a͒-͑c͒ mentioned above; nor did they rule out theoretically the possibility or impossibility of the most exothermic product channel ͑d͒.
In the present work, we attempt to map out the complete PES for the system and carry out detailed rate constant calculations for all accessible channels cited above on the basis of the computed PES using a variational statistical method. The results of this comprehensive study are presented herein.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Ab initio calculations
The geometries of the reactants, intermediates, transition states, and products of the CH 3 ϩO 2 reaction were optimized at the B3LYP/6-311G(d, p) ͑i.e., Becke's three-parameter nonlocal exchange functional [48] [49] [50] ͒ with nonlocal correlation functional of Lee et al. 51 The energies of all species were calculated by the G2M 52 method, which uses a series of calculations with B3LYP/6-311G(d, p) optimized geometries to approximate the CCSD(T)/6-311ϩG(3d f ,2p) level of theory, including a ''higher level correction ͑HLC͒'' based on the number of paired and unpaired electrons. The total G2M energy with zero-point energy ͑ZPE͒ correction is calculated as follows: 52
where n ␣ and n ␤ are the numbers of valence electrons, n ␣ уn ␤ . All calculations were carried out with GAUSSIAN 98 53 and MOLPRO 96 54 programs.
B. RRKM calculations
The rate constant and product branching ratios were computed with a microcanonical variational Rice-Ramspergen-Kassel-Marcus ͑RRKM͒ ͑Variflex 55 ͒ code which solves the master equation [55] [56] [57] [58] involving multistep vibrational energy transfers for the excited intermediate (CH 3 O 2 † ). The ab initio PES calculated at the G2M level, to be discussed in the next section, was used in the calculation.
Similar to our previous calculation 59 with the Variflex code, the component rates were evaluated at the E, J-resolved level. The pressure dependence was treated by one-dimensional ͑1D͒ master equation calculations using the Boltzmann probability of the complex for the J distribution. The master equation was solved by an inversion based approach. 55, 56 In order to achieve convergence in the integration over the energy range, an energy grain size of 100 cm Ϫ1 was used, this grain size provides numerically converged results for all temperatures studies with the energy spanning range from 15 000 cm Ϫ1 below to 64 900 cm Ϫ1 above the threshold. The total angular momentum J covered the range from 1 to 241 in steps of 10 for the E, J-resolved calculation. For the barrierless transition states, the Varshni potential 60, 61 V͑R ͒ϭD e ͕1Ϫ␣ exp͓Ϫ␤͑R 2 ϪR 0 2 ͔͖͒ 2 ϪD e was used to represent the potential energy along the individual reaction coordinate. In the above equation, D e is the bond energy excluding zero-point vibrational energies and ␣ϭR 0 /R, where R is the reaction coordinate ͑i.e., the distance between the two bonding atoms, in the present case C-O, or O-O͒ and R 0 is the equilibrium value of R. For the tight transition states, the numbers of states were evaluated according to the rigid-rotor harmonic-oscillator assumption.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Potential energy surfaces and reaction mechanism
The optimized geometries of the reactants, intermediates, transition states, and products are shown in Fig. 1 ; the potential energy diagram obtained at the G2M level is presented in Fig. 2 ; the total and relative energies are compiled in Table I and the vibrational frequencies and moments of inertia of all species are summarized in Table II . As shown in Fig. 2 , the CH 3 ϩO 2 reaction can occur by two association processes involving O 2 in the two lowest electronic states. The reaction of CH 3 with the ground electronic state O 2 ( 3 ͚ g Ϫ ) occurs barrierlessly to form the CH 3 O 2 ͑LM1͒ intermediate with 2 AЉ symmetry. The association process is predicted to be exothermic by 30.4 kcal/mol, which agrees excellently with the value determined by Slagle and Gutman, 30.9Ϯ0.9 kcal/mol. 62 In the 2 AЉCH 3 O 2 state, there are two electrons doubly occupying the in-plane 2p-like orbital of the terminal oxygen atom; therefore, the migration of a hydrogen atom to the terminal oxygen atom is energetically unfavorable. 23 However, the reaction can proceed by breaking the O-O bond producing the CH 3 OϩO products with an overall endothermicity of 27.7 kcal/mol, to be compared with the experimental value, 28.7 kcal/mol. 63 A further discussion on the endothermicity will be made later because of its critical effect on the predicted rate constant for this important product channel.
In the second association process, the reaction takes place by the interaction of the electronically excited O 2 ( 1 ⌬ g ) with CH 3 to form the electronically excited CH 3 O 2 intermediate, LM2, with 2 AЈ symmetry. The intermediate is more stable than the CH 3 ϩO 2 ( 3 ͚ g Ϫ ) reactants by 9.2 kcal/mol.
The association reaction was also found to occur barrierlessly without a well-defined transition state. In the 2 AЈ state, there is only one electron occupying the in-plane 2p-like orbital of the terminal oxygen atom; thus, the migration of a hydrogen atom to the oxygen atom is favorable with this symmetry. The reaction can proceed further by elimination of OH as will be discussed below. It should be noted that the predicted relative energy between the excited and the ground state CH 3 ϩO 2 reactants is 26.3 kcal/mol, which is much larger than the experimental value of the singlet-triplet energy difference, 22.5 kcal/mol. 64 The G2-like methods 52 predict the heats of atomization of molecular oxygen in these two states rather poorly. By CASSCF, Walch calculated the energy difference to be 24.6 kcal/mol. 23 Decomposition of the CH 3 O 2 intermediates: The excited LM1 formed by CH 3 ϩO 2 ( 3 ͚ g Ϫ ) can undergo decomposition via two transition states, TS2 and TS3. TS2 lies 68.8 kcal/ mol above the intermediate with C s symmetry, directly producing CH 2 OϩOH by a concerted H-migration/OHelimination mechanism. Interestingly, the result of an IRC analysis along both C s and C 1 symmetry paths shows that TS2 originates from LM1 having a cis-HCOO/planar structure with C s symmetry. TS3, however, has C 1 symmetry; it is formed by H-migration from one of the two equivalent C-H bonds in the staggered position with the O-O bond to give the CH 2 OOH isomer, LM3, with a barrier of 59.8 kcal/ mol. LM3 lies 18.5 kcal/mol below the reactants; it frag- 63 The barrier height at TS1 is 15.0 kcal/mol above the ground state reactants, which is very close to the 15.4 kcal/mol activation energy reported by Yu et al., 22 13.7 kcal/mol calculated by Walch 23 with CASCCF and 14.0 kcal/mol estimated by Green with DFT. 24 All these values are, however, significantly higher than 7.4 kcal/mol suggested by Zellner and Ewig. 8 The existence of this low energy path and the possibility of curve crossing, as pointed out by Walch, 23 may be the direct source of OH in the CH 3 ϩO 2 reaction. In the following section, we search for the location where the 2 AЈ and 2 AЉ surfaces may cross each other.
Location of seam of crossing: To determine the location of the seam of crossing, we performed intrinsic reaction coordinate ͑IRC͒ 65 calculations along the three minimum energy paths, starting from TS1, TS2, and TS3, moving back toward the CH 3 O 2 intermediates. A similar method was employed by Yoshizawa et al. 66 to study the crossing seams in the PES of the FeO ϩ -CH 4 dashed lines in Fig. 3 indicate the computed potential energy profiles along these minimum energy paths. As shown in the figure, one crossing point MSX1 was found to locate at sϭϪ2.0 with the relative energy of Ϫ3.9 kcal/mol at the G2M level; where s is the path length with an accuracy of 0.1 amu 1/2 bohr. Another crossing point MSX2 was found to locate at sϭϪ0.46 from TS3 with a relative energy of 10.6 kcal/mol at the G2M level. The structures at these crossing points are shown in Fig. 1 . The energies calculated with the crossing-point structures with either 2 AЈ or 2 AЉ symmetry agree with each other to within 0.19 kcal/mol. The fact that these crossing points lie much lower than TS1 suggests that the chemically activated CH 3 O 2 2 AЉ intermediate ͑LM1͒ can decompose effectively over the 2 AЈ surface via TS1 to produce CH 2 OϩOH, as first pointed out by Walch. 23
B. Rate constant calculations
As the population of the electronically excited state of O 2 is too small to contribute even under combustion conditions, the key mechanism for the CH 3 ϩO 2 reaction involves primarily the ground electronic state O 2 ( 3 ͚ g Ϫ ), producing the vibrationally excited CH 3 O 2 ( 2 AЉ) radical, which can be stabilized by collisions, fragment to give CH 3 OϩO and undergo surface crossing to the 2 AЈ surface to produce the CH 2 OϩOH products via TS1. The probability for the 2 AЉ → 2 AЈ surface crossing cannot be readily determined quantum mechanically, it was assumed to be unity in our calculation. This is probably not a poor assumption because the crossing does not involve a spin multiplicity change and the extensive internal and CH 3 torsional excitation should help break the symmetry constraint. 23 The symmetry breaking effect of the torsional motion can be qualitatively envisaged by comparing the terminal O natural atomic orbital occupancies as a function the torsional angle of the CH 3 group. In the 2 AЈ state, the p x , p y , and p z orbital occupancies are predicted to be 1.0, 1.0, and 2.0, respectively, in both c-and t-LM2 configurations and the corresponding values in the 2 AЉ state are 1.1, 1.8, and 1.3 in both c-and t-LM1 configurations. The rotation of the CH 3 group in the 2 AЉ state from the c-LM1 configuration by 20°and 40°gave rise to the predicted occupancies, 1.3, 1.6, 1.3 and 1.3, 1.6, and 1.4, respectively. These values are close to the predicted ones at the crossing point MSX1, 1.5, 1.5, and 1.3. The large internal excitation resulting from the association reaction is, therefore, expected to promote the 2 AЉ→ 2 AЈ symmetry change during the course of the OH elimination reaction. On account of the high barrier for OH production, 45 kcal/mol above CH 3 O 2 ͑see Fig. 2͒ , the effect of temperature on the crossing probability is expected to be negligible.
A multichannel variational RRKM calculation has been carried out for this reaction with the Variflex code 55 including the three major competitive product channels: . 4͒ . The and parameters for the He-CH 3 O 2 collision pair were determined to be 55 K and 4.0 Å by fitting the LJ function, 67 V ϭ4͓(/r) 12 Ϫ(/r) 6 ͔. The LJ parameters of Ar and N 2 were taken from the literature. 68
The association reaction CH 3 ¿O 2 \CH 3 O 2
The association reaction ͑a͒ producing the methylperoxy radical dominates the CH 3 ϩO 2 process up to ϳ1500 K, before the fragmentation reactions ͑b͒ and ͑c͒ become competitive, according to the early RRKM calculation of Hsu et al. 14 The reaction occurs without a well-defined transition state due to the absence of reaction barrier. To reliably predict the association rates, the flexible variational transition state approach originally developed by Marcus and co-workers 69 has been employed by means of the Variflex code as alluded to above. The association potential energy for the approach of CH 3 and O 2 forming CH 3 O 2 ( 2 AЉ) was calculated by varying the forming C-O bond distance from 3.5 Å to its equilibrium value, 1.449 Å, with an interval of 0.1 Å. Other geometric parameters were fully optimized without constraints for each C-O separation at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. For each structure, we calculated the 3NϪ7 vibrational frequencies, projected out of the gradient direction. The B3LYP calculated total energy at each point along the reaction path was used to evaluate the Varshni potential energy function 60, 61 given previously and then scaled to match the dissociation energy predicted at the G2M level of theory. The values of D e and ␤ in the Varshni potential were determined to be 33.7 kcal/mol and 1.009 Å Ϫ2 , respectively. This potential was used in all subsequent RRKM calculations. The theoretically predicted pressure-dependent rate constants at 298 K in He are compared with available experimental data in Fig. 5 ; those predicted for the association in Ar and N 2 buffer gases are compared with experimental data in Fig. 6 . In the inset of Fig. 6͑a͒ , we also compare the predicted pressure effects on k a at different temperatures with Ar as the buffer gas. Figure 7 compares the theoretical rate constants calculated for the high-and low-pressure limits ͑in Ar͒ with those obtained, typically, by extrapolation of experimental data measured in the fall-off region.
Inspection of the results presented in Fig. 5 indicates that the predicted absolute rate constants for He buffer gas with ͗⌬E͘ down ͑average downward energy transferred per colli-sion͒ of 70 cm Ϫ1 agree quite well with the experimental data. 35, [38] [39] [40] 43 Similarly for both Ar and N 2 buffer gases, the experimental data 28, 29, 35, 36, 44 can be very well accounted for with ͗⌬E͘ down of 130 and 140 cm Ϫ1 , respectively. The ͗⌬E͘ down values obtained in our calculations are similar to those evaluated by others. Keiffer et al. 36 fit their experimental results ͑Ar gas͒ with the entrance barrier constrained at 0 and 0.45 kcal/mol to get the optimal ͗⌬E͘ down values of 40 cm Ϫ1 and 80 cm Ϫ1 , respectively. They can also fit their experimental data with the ͗⌬E͘ down of 285 cm Ϫ1 . Yu et al. 22 fit their experimental data ͑in Ar͒ at the same temperature range ͑298-580 K͒ with the ͗⌬E͘ down in the range of 220-300 cm Ϫ1 , assuming the entrance barrier of 0.9 kcal/mol.
From Fig. 7͑a͒ one can see that the high-pressure limit rate constant, k a ϱ , predicted in the present work has positive temperature dependence. At room temperature, the present predicted rate constant is in good agreement with the values of Cobos et al., 28 Yu et al., 22 and Laufer and Bass; 40 it is, however, higher than the extrapolated results of Pilling et al. 29, 36 At higher temperatures, our value lies within those of Yu et al., 22 Forst et al., 37 and Keiffer et al. 36 Our lowpressure limit in Ar buffer gas, k a 0 , as shown in Fig. 7͑b͒ , is in close agreement with the literature data. 22, 28, 29, 36, 37 Table  III presents the predicted k a 0 and k a ϱ for the specified temperatures. Figure 8 compares the predicted rate constant for the production of CH 2 OϩOH, k b , with published data. The theoretical result computed for 1000-3000 K at atmospheric pressure could be fitted to give the following expression:
The CH 3 ¿O 2 \CH 2 O¿OH reaction
As shown in the figure, there is a large scatter in the literature data which could be classified approximately into high 1-8,31-33 and low value groups. 9, 11, 17, 22 The high-value group contains those results obtained with channel ͑b͒ assumed to be the dominant one; the kinetics of the overall CH 3 ϩO 2 reaction were mostly determined without the benefit of ARAS or LRAS for O or OH concentration measurements. On the other hand, the low-value group consists of those studies which employed either ARAS for O detection or LRAS for OH measurement. The predicted rate constant agrees better with the more recent measurements with ARAS and/or LRAS diagnostics. ͑See Fig. 8 .͒
The CH 3 ¿O 2 \CH 3 O¿O reaction
The decomposition of CH 3 O 2 to CH 3 OϩO, similar to its formation by the entrance channel, does not have a welldefined transition state. The variational treatment was employed to obtain the dissociation potential energy function by varying the breaking O-O bond from 2.2 to 3.2 Å at an interval of 0.1 Å. The computed potential energies could be fitted to the Varshni function with the parameter of ␤ ϭ0.637 Å Ϫ2 . The value of D e was obtained by using the heat formation of CH 3 O predicted by a series of isodesmic calculations because of the under prediction of the endothermicity for the CH 3 ϩO 2 →CH 3 OϩO overall reaction as previously mentioned. As shown in Table IV , the average heat formation of CH 3 O, calculated with five different isodesmic reactions is 5.4Ϯ0.5 kcal/mol, agrees very well with most recent experimental values, 5.47Ϯ0.7, 70 5.6Ϯ0.2, 71 and 5.9 Ϯ0.9 kcal/mol, 72 except that of Neumark and co-workers, 6.8Ϯ0.4 kcal/mol determined by the photofragmentation dynamics of CH 3 O. 73 For our multichannel RRKM calculations of the rate constant, the dissociation energy of 59.2 kcal/mol based on the isodemic result was used. The predicted rate constant is compared with existing experimental data in Fig. 9 . The least-squaresfitted theoretical expression, k c ϭ1.01ϫ10 Ϫ16 T 1.54 ϫexp(Ϫ13 275.7/T) cm 3 molecule Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 covering the temperature range 1000-3000 K under atmospheric conditions, agrees closely with the results of Bhaskaran et al., 11 Klatt et al., 15 Yu et al., 22 and Braun-Unkhoff and co-workers, 17 but somewhat higher than the most recent works of Michael et al. 20 and Hwang and co-workers. 21 
Product branching ratios
RRKM calculations can provide the individual rate constants for any practical conditions of interest to combustion.
In Table V , we present the values for the high pressure limit (k ϱ ) and the total rate constants (k tot ) as well as the product branching ratios calculated for the atmospheric pressure. These data are also graphically presented in Fig. 10 . As can be more readily seen from the figure that under atmospheric pressure conditions, the formation of CH 3 O 2 by collisional stabilization dominates the reaction up to about 1250 K, at which the CH 2 OϩOH product formation becomes competitive. The production of CH 3 OϩO, contrary to recent assumption, 20,21 appears to be a minor process below 2000 K.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The detailed potential energy surfaces computed at the G2M level and the rate constants predicted with the Variflex code of Klippenstein et al. for three product channels of the CH 3 ϩO 2 reaction have been presented. The predicted rate constants for the formation of three major products, CH 3 O 2 , CH 2 OϩOH, and CH 3 OϩO, agree well with published experimental data. Under atmospheric pressure conditions, the formation of the collisionally stabilized CH 3 O 2 was found to dominate up to ϳ1200 K, above which the formation of the CH 2 OϩOH products become competitive. The CH 2 OϩOH products were formed by the crossing of the excited CH 3 O 2 from the 2 AЉ to the 2 AЈ surface, followed by fragmentation with a barrier of 15 kcal/mol above the reactants. Significantly, the most exothermic product channel producing HCOϩH 2 O was found to be kinetically unimportant due to its very high barrier.
The predicted relative energies for the CH 3 OO intermediate and the products (CH 2 OϩOH and CH 3 OϩO) agree with experimental values within Ϯ1 kcal/mol, typical for the G2M method for the present size systems. 52 We have tested the effect of the possible error in energy on the predicted rate constants for the two product channels by raising the energy at TS1 and the enthalpy change associated with the variational TS producing CH 3 OϩO each by 1 kcal/mol. The predicted rate constant for CH 2 OϩOH formation decreases by 7.6% at 1500-3000 K, independent of temperature, whereas the corresponding changes in the rate constant for CH 3 OϩO production are 25% at 1500 K and 6.5% at 3000 K. The result of this test suggests that our theoretical rate constants for the formation of these products in the temperature range of combustion interest are reliable within Ϯ25%, as has been supported by the reasonable agreement with recent experimental data ͑see Figs. 8 and 9͒.
Mechanistically, the reaction of CH 3 with O 2 differs significantly from its analogous processes involving larger alkyl radicals, which contain one or more ␤-CH bonds. For example, C 2 H 5 ϩO 2 ; it can undergo facile isomerization and disproportionation reactions producing C 2 H 4 ϩHO 2 . A similar process in CH 3 ϩO 2 producing CH 2 ϩHO 2 is highly endothermic. A detailed mechanism for the C 2 H 5 ϩO 2 reaction has been presented recently by Rienstra-Kiracofe et al. 76 It should also be mentioned that the present system differs noticeably from the analogous SiH 3 ϩO 2 reaction in several respects. 77, 78 First of all, the formation of H 2 SiOOH following the exothermic association/isomerization reaction is nonthermally activated. The chemically activated H 2 SiOOH can undergo several isomerization/fragmentation reactions producing H 2 SiOϩOH, HSiOHϩOH, Si͑OH͒ 2 ϩH, and SiOϩH 2 ϩH, all exothermically. Second, the production of H 3 SiOϩO is endothermic by only about 11 kcal/mol, 77 comparing with that of CH 3 OϩO formation in CH 3 ϩO 2 , 29 kcal/ mol. The SiH 3 radical is therefore more reactive than CH 3 toward the molecular oxygen. FIG. 10 . Predicted rate constants, plotted in the Arrhenius form, for the three product channels as well as the total rate constant at 1 atm and the high-pressure limit. 
